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Abstract

With the introduction of more lightweight vehicle structures for railway cars� a
great deal of interest is focused on the question of airborne sound reduction� since
lightweight structures have a reputation of poor sound insulation properties
Although the high damping of sandwich materials is often pointed out along with

the other bene�ts of using such materials� the sound reduction capabilities are more
strongly in�uenced by the geometry and elastic properties of the constituents than
by damping As a result of this� a sandwich panel can be lightweight and designed
to carry high mechanical loads� but be really poor when it comes to attenuation of
air�borne sound
This thesis deals with the design of sandwich panels with minimum weight under

simultaneous sti�ness� strength� and acoustic constraints The acoustic constraints
are de�ned as a required sound reduction index for air�borne sound
A relatively well documented area of sandwich research is the mechanical behav�

ior of sandwich plates under various loads Nevertheless a part of the present work
is an evaluation of a test�setup which can be used to verify research work regarding
sti�ness or failure modes of sandwich panels
The material damping and elastic modulus of a certain type of solid foam core is

investigated in order to use the core density as a design parameter Face materials are
usually not used as design parameters� since there is a limited selection of materials
to choose from� and the choice is often given by factors which are not a part of the
detailed design of the sandwich constituents
The acoustic model of sandwich panels are coupled to a weight optimization

of sandwich structures In this optimization� the sound reduction index of various
panels in the structure is used as constraints It is shown that it is possible to use
acoustic models as constraints in the optimization of large sandwich structures
The acoustic theories for sound reduction of sandwich panels and the weight op�

timization under acoustic constraints are veri�ed experimentally through full scale
tests The sound reduction index of two sandwich panels� one of which was opti�
mized for minimum weight� are measured and the agreement between theory and
experiments is good
The conclusion is that a lightweight load carrying sandwich structure with high

enough sound reduction index can be designed using optimization with mechanical
and acoustic constraints

Keywords� Optimization� acoustics� multidisciplinary� sandwich� composite� sound
reduction index� railway vehicle
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Aims and Scope

The aim of the present thesis is to show how a sandwich structure can be optimized
for minimum weight while maintaining not only the mechanical properties but also
the attenuation of air�borne sound
It shows how to couple existing methods from acoustics to standard sandwich

analysis� such as analytical methods and �nite element methods �FEM� This al�
lows an optimization of large sandwich structures which takes into account acoustic
constraints
Although the analyses are related to railway vehicles� they are general enough to

be used to analyze other applications� not even necessarily vehicle structures The
present analysis focuses solely on air borne� interior sound and does not deal with
structure borne sound or external noise Only the transmission of air�borne sound
through sandwich elements is used as a constraint
The investigated sandwich elements are �at� symmetric sandwich panels The

constituent materials of the sandwich are considered to be isotropic and homoge�
neous It is further assumed that the properties of the core material can be expressed
as a function of its density
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Introduction

In almost any vehicle application� maximum performance is striven for Various ob�
jectives may be used as a measure of performance� such as maximum speed� maxi�
mum payload� maximum safety� minimum energy consumption� or some combination
of these and other objectives

With issues like global warming and the use of fossil fuel in focus� the largest
interest has lately been on reducing the energy consumption in the transportation
system Besides the development of more e�cient propulsion systems� one of the
more recognized ways to reach a reduced energy consumption is to reduce the struc�
tural weight of vehicles This weight reduction can be used to increase the payload
or to increase the speed or just to reduce the energy consumption with maintained
loading capability and top speed The key to a successful reduction of the structural
weight is to prove that the safety is not compromised� and that the economy and
the environmental impact is not adversely a�ected

When the payload is passengers� the comfort becomes an important issue in ad�
dition to other factors such as safety and economy The vehicle must o�er protection
against for example temperature variations� strong winds� and noise and vibrations

Train passengers seem to have particularly high expectations on the service� and
the railway companies try to meet these by o�ering high standard and extras such
as the ability to work on board the train One of the arguments for taking the train
is obviously the high comfort it o�ers compared to other means of transportation
This means high requirements on the vehicles as well as on the infrastructure� etc

This introduction describes some of the mechanical and acoustic requirements on
railway vehicles for passenger transport and how these vehicles would bene�t from
the introduction of lightweight structures Then a closer look is taken on sandwich
structures� which is a viable candidate for lightweight design� both from a mechanical
point of view and from an acoustic The �nal point is weight optimization of sandwich
structures with constraints from acoustic requirements and this is shown with two
examples

The main contribution of this work is the simultaneous acoustic and structural
analysis and optimization of lightweight sandwich panels of a type that can be used
in a structure such as a railway car �oor

Lightweight Structures for Railway Vehicles

The introduction of lightweight structures for railway vehicles has happened at an
all but explosive rate One rather striking comparison that can be made between
di�erent vehicle types is the structural weight per passenger seat� which is a measure
of �how much vehicle� is required to transport each passenger In �gure �� the weight
per passenger seat is shown both for various trains which are in use today and some
other medium distance means of transportation Train data are taken from a report
on e�cient future trains ��� Some of the variations among train types can be related
to di�erences in furnishing such as the distribution of �rst and second class seats

Perhaps the most important observation from �gure � is that the only train that
can match the other vehicles in terms of weight per passenger seat is the Japanese
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Figure �� Weight per seat for various means of transportation

Trains

X��� SJ X����� Sweden
TGV SNCF TGV Atlantique� France
ETR��� FS Pendolino� Italy
ICE� DBAG IC Express� Germany
BM�� NSB Gardermoen� Norway
JR 	�� JR Series 	��� Japan

Other

ship Surface E
ect Ship
bus NEOPLAN Spaceliner N���
car SAAB ��	
airplane SAAB 	�� Regional Turboprop

Table �� Explanation to the labels in �gure �

JR ��� Further one can note for example that the bus weighs only one third of the
Swedish X 	���� counting per passenger seat
Railway vehicles are clearly not a representative of the lightweight family There

are many reasons why this is the case� but it is also obvious that there should be a
great potential to reduce the weight substantially For passenger tra�c the greatest
immediate advantages of reduced structural weight can be seen for commuter trains
and high speed trains
Commuter trains have short distances between stops and a high acceleration is

important in order to reduce the total running time A reduced structural weight
would reduce the energy consumption and require less installed power� thus reducing
the weight� and perhaps the complexity� of the traction system with maintained
acceleration performance
High speed trains on the other hand usually operate on lines with long distances

between stops which makes a high maximum speed more important for the reduction
of total running time than a high maximum acceleration A train at high speed exerts
great stress on the track� why high speed trains usually have lower axle�loads than
other� slower passenger train types Motorized units are becoming more popular in
this application since the required installed power makes locomotives for high speed
trains very heavy A lighter vehicle structure would in this case further reduce the
axle load and thereby the stress on the track
Operators are trying to reduce the costs of the entire system� which leads to

pressure on the manufacturers of vehicles to reduce their costs Manufacturers are
now looking at lightweight structures as a way not only to save weight and operating
costs� but also as a way to rationalize manufacturing Reduction of structural weight
of one large component usually triggers positive synergy e�ects for other parts of
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the vehicle For example� a reduction of the mass of a railway car body could lead to
weight savings in the traction system� suspension� brakes� and other subsystems A
reduced total weight means less wear on the rails� wheels� bearings� etc which would
require less maintenance In short� introduction of lightweight structures means re�
duced wear� which saves money It means lower energy consumption� which saves
money If done properly it can mean a more rational manufacturing� which saves
money

The interest in lightweight design in general and for sandwich constructions in
particular for railway vehicles has increased over the last years Di�erent lightweight
car body designs have been investigated for di�erent types of trains� with mono�
coque design as well as sandwich design� and using traditional materials as well as
composites and some vehicles have been produced� cf �	� �� �� 
� Hybrid structures
with sandwich elements and metal frames have also been developed for use in railway
cars ���� and for the �Transrapid� magnetic levitation trains� sandwich constructions
are considered in order to save weight and reduce manufacturing costs ���

It is important to realize the in�uence of economic factors on the introduction of
new technology New concepts must prove their pro�tability in a general sense� con�
sidering the entire transportation system� before they can be successfully introduced
Lightweight sandwich structures potentially possess these properties ���
The use of composite materials in railway vehicle structures has previously mostly

been limited to secondary structures such as interior details� and to driver�s cabins
�cf ����� taking advantage of the freedom of design to produce the complex geometry
The Swedish X	 as well as the Norwegian BM�� airport shuttle and the C	� car for
the Stockholm subway all have cabs made from composite materials An advantage
of sandwich design that has become more recognized is the possibility to rationalize
production by manufacturing large structural sandwich details that replace a more
complicated traditional design comprising an assembly of a large number of items

According to UIC �Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer�� the International
Union of Railways� a passenger car is required to withstand a compressive force over
the couplers of 	��� kN and a tensile force of �
�� kN In addition to the large static
coupler loads the passenger car body will have to carry the weight of the payload
�passengers� luggage� etc�� which is relatively small for passenger cars� and be able
to withstand a number of other load cases� posed by the UIC� by the manufacturers�
or by national regulations

The dynamics of the running gear and its interaction with the track can exhibit
a natural periodic motion with a frequency of typically a few cycles per second The
magnitude of this motion depends on the quality of the track and the running gear
and it is usually augmented by worn wheels and rails Low frequency vibrations of the
car body are known to cause nausea and travel sickness and thus these frequencies
should be avoided For these reasons it is common practice to design car bodies so
that they have no natural frequencies in bending below approximately �� Hz This
solves the motion problems and it also results in a very sti�� and thereby strong�
body which can easily ful�ll most other strength requirements that are posed upon
it Figure 	 shows the �rst eigenmode of a generic sandwich design car body designed
to meet the �� Hz requirement
With the introduction of new materials and design concepts the question of re�

newing the design criteria ought to be brought up Sandwich materials and composite
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Figure 	� First bending mode of generic car body

materials are in many ways quite di�erent from solid� homogeneous� and isotropic
materials such as metals� and care should be taken to bene�t from every advantage
of sandwich materials

Acoustic Considerations in Railway Vehicles

As mentioned earlier� passengers is a valuable� sensitive� and sometimes demanding
payload The train passenger in general has high expectations� comfort�wise� on the
ride� the temperature should be reasonable� there should be no draft and the sound
level should be low enough to make conversation or concentrate on reading or using
a laptop computer for example

There are many noise sources in and around a train Particularly high speed
trains generate a lot of noise and vibrations ���� The largest contributor to the noise
of a high speed train is the contact between wheels and rails Close to the wheel�sets�
sound pressure levels of ��� � �	� dB has been measured at 	�� km�h ���� For even
higher speeds� above ��� km�h� the aerodynamic noise becomes as important as
the noise generated at the wheels Other noise sources are internal and more or less
independent of speed� such as the air conditioning and the electrical systems

Today�s railway vehicle designs rely on a required weighted average sound reduc�
tion index for various parts of the body� which are combined to give a satisfactory
acoustic environment in the passenger compartment If the sound level in the pas�
senger compartment is too low� however� the conversation of other passengers or
other sounds may be perceived as too loud and privacy may be compromised Thus
some sort of more elaborate assessment of the quality of the sound environment
is clearly needed� and there exists a number of di�erent indices such as the RApid
Speech Transmission Index� RASTI� which can be used in addition to the commonly
used A�weighted sound pressure level as a criterion ��	� A result of this is that there
is really no point in trying to make the interior as quiet as possible� something that
will inevitably add weight to the vehicle� weight that does not contribute to the
sti�ness or strength of the structure An early study showed that it is still di�cult
to comply with the noise and vibration suppression requirements in railway vehicles
using a lightweight sandwich structure ����

Since the wheel�sets are responsible for a large part of the generated noise� one of
the most highly acoustically loaded elements of the train is the �oor of a passenger
car Thus this work is devoted to the behavior of typical designs which are repre�
sentative of a �oor� and the examples in the work are also representative of railway
car �oors
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Sandwich Constructions

Sandwich constructions o�er many advantages over more traditional sti�ened skin
structures with its good mechanical properties and secondary e�ects such as the
ability to incorporate functions and rationalize manufacturing ���� The bene�ts of
using sandwich constructions are many� particularly for vehicle structures� and some
of the features are illustrated below
A classic� symmetric sandwich panel has two equal� thin faces bonded to each

side of a thick and lightweight core� see �gure � The faces are usually made from
a high performance material such as steel� aluminum or �ber composite� whereas
the core is usually a structural solid foam� honeycomb or balsa wood The e�ciency
of the sandwich construction depends on the proper selection of both face and core
materials and on the adhesion between them

face

joint

core

Figure �� The constituents of a typical sandwich construction

Traditionally� many vehicle structures� such as those in an airplane� a ship or a
railway car are sti�ened skin designs A thin skin� usually sheet metal� carries the
primary in�plane loads� but sti�eners are attached to prevent the skin from buckling
and to allow the structure to carry transverse loads A sandwich panel can be made
sti� enough without the need for additional sti�eners� see �gure � This reduces the
number of parts required� simpli�es assembly� and usually o�ers a more lightweight
design

Figure �� Sti�ened skin design and sandwich design under compressive load

The good sti�ness properties of a sandwich construction can be illustrated by the
following example where the bending sti�ness� or �exural rigidity� often referred to as
D in the literature� of a sandwich cross�section is compared to that of a homogeneous
cross�section�
If the homogeneous cross�section is split in half and a lightweight core is bonded

in place between the parts� see �gure 
� the bending sti�ness of the cross�section will
increase dramatically This phenomenon is commonly referred to as �the sandwich
e�ect� and is one of the major advantageous features of sandwich design
The stress distribution in a single skin structure and in a sandwich subjected

to bending is shown in �gure � In the single skin panel the direct stress follows a
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linear distribution� from tensile on the upper side to compressive on the lower side�
and the shear stress follows a parabolic distribution The stresses in the sandwich
are distributed in such a way that the faces carry bending moments primarily as
tensile and compressive stresses and the core carries transverse forces primarily as
shear stress This makes di�erent demands on the constituent materials
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Figure �� Stress distributions in single skin panel and sandwich panel

There are a wide range of failure mechanisms for sandwich constructions and a
small selection of the most common ones can be seen in �gure � Some mechanical
considerations in relation with these could be used as constraints in a structural
design process
The faces are required not to yield or fracture under direct stresses An equivalent

stress such as von Mises� could be used as a criterion of failure� or any of a variety
of criteria such as maximum stress� maximum strain� Tsai�Hill or Tsai�Wu For the
core� shear failure is the most common type of failure and can be either fracture or
yielding The direct stress in the core can however be of the same order of magnitude
as the shear stress� and an equivalent shear stress criterion can be used
Local buckling �face wrinkling� can occur in a compressively loaded face This is
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Face yieldfracture Core shear Face wrinkling Global buckling

Figure �� Examples of failure modes in a sandwich

prevented by the bending sti�ness of the face and by the local sti�ness of the core�
which acts as an elastic support This type of failure can occur in either face if the
sandwich is compressively loaded in the plane or in the compressively loaded face in
bending
Global buckling of structural components should generally be avoided even though

this is not necessarily the primary cause of failure of the sandwich constituents as
described above A buckled structure� however� often loses its load carrying capa�
bility and can become unstable� which in turn might lead to both local and global
failure
Localized loads can cause local damage to faces and core� which may result in

premature failure of the sandwich either due to local buckling of the faces or due
to stress concentrations caused by the damage Local damages can be avoided by
designing against impact loading

Sound Transmission through Sandwich Panels

In �gure � the problem of sound transmission through sandwich panels is schemati�
cally stated Incident acoustic power Pi �sound waves� hits a sandwich panel Some
of Pi is re�ected back� this is denoted by Pr� and some of it excites a wave motion in
the panel During this motion some power is lost through dissipation in the material
Pd and some causes radiation of power Pt in the form of transmitted sound from the
opposite side of the panel
The dominating wave type in this excitation�radiation system is the bending

wave� since it has a relatively large velocity component perpendicular to the panel
surface and thus interacts e�ciently with the surrounding medium The sound re�
duction index can be de�ned in its most general form based on the incident and
transmitted acoustic power ���� as

R  �� log
�Pi

Pt

�
���

The sound reduction index depends on the incidence angle and on the frequency
of the sound waves The sound �eld is usually variable both in frequency content
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Pi

Pr Pd

Pt

Figure �� Schematic description of sound transmission through a sandwich
panel

and the incidence direction and it is di�cult to predict the exact properties of the
incident �eld Thus the assumption of a di�use �eld is often used to predict the
sound reduction of a construction when there is no available information about the
real conditions In the di�use �eld� sound waves arrive with equal probability from
all directions and the reduction index is integrated for all incidence angles

Acoustic Properties of Thin Panels

In general one can say the the highest possible sound reduction index is achieved by
a wall made from a heavy material with low sti�ness and high structural damping
One reason for this is that bending waves in a panel are good radiators of sound
if they are supersonic� that is if the phase velocity of the waves is greater than the
speed of sound in the surrounding medium The dispersion relation for thin plates�
relating the phase velocity c of plane bending waves to the frequency � is

c  
p
� �

s
D

���� ���
�	�

From this it can be concluded that if the phase velocity is to be decreased� the
sti�ness D should be decreased and the weight per unit area � should be increased
This is quite contrary to what is usually desired from a mechanical point of view
and to the properties of sandwich panels� which have high sti�ness�to�weight ratios
At the frequency where the speed of bending waves coincide with the speed of

sound in the surrounding medium� resonance occurs and the panel becomes more
or less transparent to sound waves This phenomenon is called coincidence and the
corresponding frequency is called the critical frequency� fC  The sound reduction
index at or close to this frequency is usually low For frequencies above fC � there is
always an incidence angle for which coincidence can occur The structural damping
of the material has a great in�uence on the reduction index close to the critical
frequency

Acoustic Properties of Sandwich Panels

For sandwich panels the dispersion relation looks di�erent than for single�skin panels
and the wave speed depends in a more delicate way on the geometry of the con�
stituents and on the materials used Figure � shows the calculated phase velocities
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for plane bending waves in a sandwich panel cs and for a single�skin panel cp� having
the same bending sti�ness and mass per unit area as the sandwich panel The lower
asymptote� cf � is the bending wave speed in one of the sandwich faces acting as a
single skin panel and ca is the speed of sound waves in air
The coincidence phenomenon can be seen in �gure �� which displays an example

of the calculated sound reduction index R of a sandwich panel for a di�use inci�
dent �eld The rather severe dip in reduction index at around 	 kHz is caused by
coincidence
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Figure ��� Sound reduction index for
the sandwich panel of �gure � with a
critical frequency of around 	 kHz

One reason why a sandwich panel can have a really poor sound reduction index is
if the phase velocity of bending waves shows a behavior like in �gure �� Compared
to the design in �gure �� where the dispersion curve of the panel crosses the speed
of sound waves at a rather steep angle� the bending wave velocity in �gure �� is
close to the speed of sound waves in air in a wide frequency range and crosses at
a much more shallow angle This means that the panel is close to coincidence in a
wide frequency range� which reduces R and it also implies a sensitive design Small
variations in the design parameters cause the dispersion curve to shift slightly� but as
a consequence the critical frequency can change by several octaves This plateau�like
shape of the dispersion curve is clearly an undesirable phenomenon� which usually
occurs when the di�erences in materials are large� typically when thin� sti� faces
such as steel plates are combined with a really lightweight foam core By changing
the design slightly� this problem can be avoided
The sound reduction index of a sandwich panel is calculated through consider�

ation of the excitation of structures by air borne sound and the radiation of sound
from structures This procedure uses the special wave propagation properties of sand�
wich panels� which are given by the geometric and material properties of the panel�
and theories from room acoustics adapted for use with sandwich structures ��
� ���
and R is calculated in one�third octave bands One of the bene�ts of this method
is that it has a suitable level of approximation Certainly there are other accurate
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Figure ��� An example of an undesirable dispersion curve

methods which are based on the equations of motion of the sandwich such as the
one proposed in ���� These are considerably more computationally expensive There
are also more approximate methods for estimation of average sound reduction index
for panels� but these are usually not accurate enough for use with optimization

Experimental Sound Reduction of Sandwich Panels

Experimental evaluation of the sound reduction index of a plate structure is per�
formed in the same way whether it is a sandwich� a single skin� or some other type
of panel� such as a sti�ened shell The panel is mounted in the wall between a source
room and a receiving room� see �gure �	 The source room is usually a reverberation
room and the receiving room is an anechoic room

receiving room source room

panel

loudspeaker

microphone

intensity probe

Figure �	� Test set�up for measurements of sound reduction index

A di�use incident �eld is commonly used for experimental work on sound reduc�
tion� since this is representative of many applications Experiments with directional
incident �elds are much more cumbersome to perform Under laboratory conditions
it is common to measure the sound intensity level on the receiving side and the
sound pressure level on the source side The relation between sound reduction index
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and the measured quantities is

R  Lp�s � LI�r � � �dB� ���

where Lp�s is the sound pressure level in the source room and LI�r is the sound
intensity level in the receiving room The subtraction of � dB is because the receiving
room is anechoic� and thus the sound radiates from the panel purely in one direction
without re�ection in the receiving room

Structural Optimization

Optimization of large scale systems usually requires modeling of di�erent phenom�
ena This usually has to be done by several separate models or analysis tools These
should then all be coupled to the optimization as in �gure �� For the type of struc�
tural � acoustic analysis presented in this thesis� is seems most feasible to use three
distinct levels of modeling� global models of the entire structure� local models of a
speci�c part of the structure� and acoustic models which are usually also applied to
a smaller part of the structure

initial design

optimization

�nal design

improved
design

global model

local model

acoustic model

Figure ��� The optimization process with global� local� and acoustic models

Information is passed between the optimization and the di�erent models and the
design is improved by the optimizer The constraints are evaluated in the models
and this information is used by the optimizer which tries to �nd an optimal and
feasible solution

Multidisciplinary Optimization with Acoustic Constraints

A structural optimization problem with mechanical and acoustic constraints could
have the form in ���� where m�x� is the mass of the structure which is a function of
the design variables x and which should be minimized The minimization is subject
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to mechanical constraints g
�m�
i �x� and acoustic constraints g

�a�
j �x�

min m�x�

x � Rn

g
�m�
i �x� � g

�m�
i�max i  �� � � � � mm

g
�a�
j �x� � g

�a�
j�max j  �� � � � � ma

x � x � x

���

Many powerful optimization methods use the available information about the
functions to create a local model which is valid in a surrounding of the present point
in design space x Iterations are then performed based on this information� striving
to improve the design Here the method of moving asymptotes �MMA� was used ����
This method formulates a convex subproblem based on the function values and their
�rst derivatives with respect to the design variables and automatically identi�es the
active constraints Other methods use the function values along with their �rst and
second derivatives For large structural systems the second derivatives are often not
available or very costly to calculate� why �rst order methods with good convergence
properties like MMA have become popular

The acoustic constraints g
�a�
j �x� can be of several di�erent types One function

is the sound pressure time average at a point in space This function can show an
extremely non�smooth behavior as a function of the design variables if resonances
in the structure a�ects the value If the functions g

�a�
j �x� are of broad�band acoustic

types� the problem is somewhat alleviated� but the resonances may still cause rapid
variations in the functions These di�culties was recognized in previous works on
optimization of the sound reduction index of sandwich panels ���� Clearly some sort
of averaging is required which can be done by elaborate integration algorithms or
by representing the acoustic properties in an approximate closed form as functions
of the design variables �	��� �	��

The importance of choosing appropriate objective� and constraint functions has
been pointed out �		� In the present work� the objective function was the mass of
the structure� and the sound reduction index was used as a constraint

For sound reduction index problems� there is a single resonance and the function
is well behaved as long as there is damping present in the materials The meth�
ods used incorporate simpli�cations which allows the formulation of well behaved
acoustic constrains functions

Optimization with Acoustic Constraints � Examples

Below follows two examples where the previously described methodologies are ap�
plied� one optimization of a single sandwich panel and one optimization of a sandwich
structure

The mass of a sandwich structure is a function of the thicknesses and densities
of the constituents It is feasible to use the face thickness� the core thickness and
the core density as design variables The choice of face material is usually dictated
by other factors Core density can be used as a design variable provided that the
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mechanical properties of the particular core material can be de�ned as a function of
density

Sandwich Panel Optimization

An example of weight optimization with acoustic constraints is the single sandwich
panel with mechanical loads and a required sound reduction index The sound re�
duction index can be expressed either as a weighted average over frequency� RW �
or in one�third octave bands and be used as acoustic constraints g

�a�
j �x� The panel

can be subjected to acoustic and mechanical loads� as is schematically depicted in
�gure ��

acoustic load
mechanical loads

Figure ��� Sandwich panel with combined mechanical and acoustic load

The reduction index of the sandwich for each center frequency was required to
be greater than or equal to a speci�ed constraint value This would allow the user to
specify any distribution of reduction indices� but in the analyses the constraints are
limited to functions that appear as straight lines in the frequency domain The sound
reduction index curve will always keep its characteristic shape for a single sandwich
panel� and there is no point in trying to �t it to any arbitrary requirement The
sound reduction index of an example sandwich panel is shown in �gure �
 for initial
and �nal con�gurations of an optimization The corresponding objective function is
shown in �gure ��
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� Reduction index with con�
straints
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Mechanical constraints g
�m�
i �x� can be of a variety of geometrical� kinematic� or

structural mechanic conditions Any strength or sti�ness constraints as described
in the section on sandwich constructions can be used Typical constraints could be
maximum displacement� maximum stress� or maximum strain conditions

Railway Car Body Optimization

Figure ��� Car body model with combined mechanical and acoustic load

A vehicle structure built up from sandwich plate elements� see �gure ��� can also
be weight optimized The design variables are then the thicknesses and core density
in various parts of the structure
The structure can be modeled by FE to evaluate global constraints such as the

�� Hz natural frequency criterion Local plate models as the one above can be used to
evaluate local sti�ness or strength constraints and the acoustic constraints These
local models can be made to represent various parts of the body and the sound
reduction can be evaluated as average or in frequency bands Loads on the local
models can be determined from stresses in the global model under static loading
conditions
This example would contain more design variables and constraint functions than

the plate example It would also be more computationally heavy� and require more
time for evaluations of the constraints and the objective function
In the procedure� di�erent acoustic constraints could be applied to various parts

of the body in order to create an acoustic environment which complies with the
requirements of the manufactures and operators The acoustic constraints could
require sound reduction index in frequency bands or as weighted averages or a com�
bination of both
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Discussion

One of the problems of acoustic optimization is the occurrence of resonance phenom�
ena which can make a small change in a design variable cause a huge variation in
the objective function or in a constraint By solving a relatively small problem like
a sandwich panel the e�ects of such phenomena were alleviated� or at least it was
easier to control and monitor such problems within the con�nes of such a limited
analysis Several panel analyses can be coupled to a global model for optimization of
a large scale sandwich structure instead of taking on the task to optimize the entire
structure acoustically
One important issue that remains is how to relate the results from the optimiza�

tion to the acoustic environment in the entire vehicle This could be done by setting
di�erent requirements for various parts of the structure� but this was not addressed
further in the present work
It is the hope of the author that the railway industry will be given the opportunity

to develop safe and comfortable vehicles with reduced weight by a more e�cient use
of materials� following the trends in the automotive industry It is necessary to
assure that there is room for introduction of such new technology in regulations and
recommendations such as those issued by the UIC
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Future Work

One great thing about using �ber composites together with sandwich constructions
is the ability to tailor the properties of the structure by using orthotropic materi�
als Unfortunately the acoustic models for orthotropic sandwich panels are not as
well developed as their isotropic counterparts The ability to analyze orthotropic
sandwich panels would make further weight reductions possible
It is a well known fact that the in�uence of losses in the boundaries of a panel

is large How to estimate these for sandwich panels in a larger construction is still
something that has to be investigated
Once the sound reduction index of the various parts of the construction is known�

it would be desirable to know how to use this information to make an assessment
of the predicted acoustic environment in service This information could be used in
the optimization as a constraint instead of the previously used reduction indices
For certain sandwich con�gurations the critical frequency can vary rapidly with

the design variables and this a�ects the sound reduction index To avoid di�culties
associated with this� perhaps a robustness measure could be introduced to ensure
that the optimized design can be manufactured with workshop tolerances
It would be possible to use other� not commonly used� criteria for constraints

such as �re resistance properties for example There are also other possible objective
functions� one could for example minimize the Life Cycle Cost �LCC� of the vehicle
With some e�ort it would even be possible to minimize the environmental impact
of a vehicle This would require extensive life cycle analyses of the entire vehicle
concept to formulate a suitable objective function� but it would be a considerable
contribution to the development of an environmentally friendly transportation sys�
tem
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